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The Chemistry in Seven of Director Michael Powell’s Movies

Michael Powell and Emeric Pressburger were British movie-making collaborators who are
responsible for a number of the best British films of all time. With regard to Chemistry in the Movies,
Michael Powell is important because he directed The Love Test (1935), the earliest existing movie to
feature a woman chemist in a lead role.  It is a light romantic comedy made with stylish chemical imagery
on a relatively small budget over a very short period of time. It has never been available for home viewing
although one day it might be.

Powell directed The Love Test (1935) years before he met Pressburger and I had read somewhere
that it had been a “lost” film until being rediscovered in the 1980s. I was interested to learn how and
where it had been rediscovered so I visited the Powell and Pressburger fan website at www.powell-
pressburger.org. There was no mention of its rediscovery, which prompted me to write the website’s
curator Steve Crook. He explained that it never actually lost, only neglected.  A copy of it has been in the
possession of the British Film Institute for a long time.  Crook says he watched it for the first time at 1990
London Film Festival, which must have been its first public showing since 1935.  Crook was intrigued
with the idea of finding chemistry in other Powell movies that he posted a query to his associates. They
quickly assembled a list of titles that I supplemented with mine to discover Powell made at least seven
movies that each included very different chemical elements.

Caveat: It is always important to view films yourself before writing about them. I have still not
viewed Rynox, A Canterbury Tale, nor The Small Back Room but I would really, really, really like to do
so. My summaries for those three movies is based on other people’s summaries.

Rynox (1932) President F. X. Benedik (Stewart Rome) of the Rynox rubber company is murdered
by B. Marsh, who we later learn is Benedik’s alias. He faked his suicide to save his company.

The Love Test (1935) Mary Lee (Judy Gunn) becomes the chief chemist of a company searching
for a flame retardant for celluloid, a type of nitrocellulose. It is the earliest movie to feature a woman
chemist that still exists. The film posits a world in which there are equal numbers of men and women
chemists, making it seem less unusual when a woman is selected to become chief chemist. One of the
male chemists resents being supervised by a woman and convinces the others to help make Lee fall in
love so she will fail at her job.

Life and Death of Colonel Blimp (1943) Military man Clive Wynne-Candy (Roger Livesey)
develops a lifelong friendship (from the 1890s to the 1940s) with Prussian military captain Theo
Kreschmar-Schuldorf (Anton Wallbrooks). In the scene at 2:02:30, Kretschmar-Schuldorf tells his life
story to an immigration officer as he tries to flee Nazi Germany in 1938. He says he became a military
chemist in 1920 after the last war when the German army was dismantled.
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I Know Where I'm Going! (1947) Joan Webster (Wendy Hiller) travels to the Scottish Isle of
Kiloran to marry the President of Consolidated Chemical Industries. Even though she talks and dreams
about him, we never see or hear him. After reaching Scotland, her attempts to travel to the island are
thwarted first by fog and then by gale force winds. “Foster” (Roger Livesey) is on a brief leave from
service in the war and also wants to reach Kiloran. He immediately falls in love with Webster and spends
the rest of the movie subtly trying to make her fall in love with him.

Black Narcissus (1947) A small group of nuns open a missionary school and hospital in the
mountains of Nepal. It is a struggle but eventually they gain the trust of the local people. Late in the
movie, a local mother brings her very sick baby to the nun’s dispensary and the head nurse decides not to
treat it. In this case, she reasons it is better to do nothing than to give false hope to superstitious people. In
the scene at 1:12:00, an Englishman rushes to tell the nuns that the peasants believe the sick baby was
killed by with their medicine. He could see “It was only castor oil,” and drank some to show the locals it
was safe but to no avail. The assistant nurse Honey confesses that she felt sympathy for the mother and
gave the castor oil to her. When the children don’t attend school the next day, the nuns realize they must
admit defeat. Soon, they close their monastery to return home.

A Canterbury Tale (1949) In the early part of WWII, three people meet on the road to Canterbury
in Southern England. They are Londoner Alison Smith (Shiela Sim) who is about to start working on a
farm, Englishman Peter Gibbs (Dennis Price) who has just been conscripted, and American Bob Johnson
(John Sweet) who is a U.S. Army Sergeant. When night falls, they stop in a dark village, only to have
someone pour glue in Smith’s hair.  After Gibbs and Johnson determine the best method to remove the
glue, they learn about the local “Glue Man” who pours it on the hair of girls dating soldiers.

The Small Back Room (1952) Sammy Rice (David Farrar) defused explosives in London during
WWII. Now he drinks whisky and takes pills to kill his pain. In one scene, he adds a drop of something to
guncotton.

As you can see, the scenarios in Michael Powell’s movies span the time from before WWI until
after WWII and show the impact of chemicals on society in many ways.  Most action takes place
contemporaneously to show that chemistry is intimately integrated into society.  He has dealt with rubber
(a commercially important natural product), celluloid (one of the earliest plastics and the substrate for
movie film itself), medicine (in the form of ineffective western medicine), explosives, painkillers, and
guncotton (the compound upon which celluloid is based). The only other director who comes close to
using this diversity of chemistry is Alfred Hitchcock, another Brit whose career spanned practically the
same era.  Respond to this blog if you know other films by Powell that mention chemicals or natural
products, or if you think you know which Hitchcock films have what chemistry.


